His Return as King and Friend

SABBATH AFTERNOON


Memory Text: “So Christ, having been offered once to bear the sins of many, will appear a second time, not to deal with sin but to save those who are eagerly waiting for him” (Hebrews 9:28, RSV).

Through a distortion of the truth regarding the Second Coming, the Left Behind series of books and movies grabbed the attention of millions worldwide. The whole episode presented God as wickedly capricious, and it fostered a climate of irrational fear (if not panic) in people’s minds about the Advent, a mood opposite to the way the Bible wants us to think about Christ’s return. In the New Testament, generally, the return of Jesus is a glorious, supremely joyful event. He is our King and also our Friend.

Though unpleasant elements are associated with the Second Coming (as we will see), it is not the fear factor that will cause people to turn their eyes toward heaven. Fear is important, and we do not proclaim the whole truth about the Advent without including it. But in doing so, we ought to stick with what the Scriptures explicitly say and not present anxiety-provoking nightmares of our own making. To give the various aspects of the Advent the same emphasis they receive in Scripture is to create in the hearts of those who care to listen something akin to the anticipation of children yearning for Christmas.

The message of the Second Coming should be good news, not something that sends people looking for anxiety therapy.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, June 28.*
Waiting in the Outer Court (Heb. 9:28)

The period in which we are now living was foreshadowed by the Day of Atonement in ancient Israel. As the high priest performed his once-a-year ministry in the Most Holy Place, the people, with bated breath, waited in the outer court for his emergence. That emergence would signal the successful completion of his work on their behalf, the eradication of sin from the nation and from the individual.

Since 1844, Christ has been engaged in a phase of ministry prefigured by the Day of Atonement in Israel. When that work is done, He will emerge from the heavenly sanctuary to receive His people. In the words of Hebrews 9:28, “Christ, having been offered once to bear the sins of many, will appear a second time, not to deal with sin but to save those who are eagerly waiting for him” (RSV).

How do the following texts relate to the idea of expectant waiting?

Luke 12:40–48

Titus 2:11–13

1 Pet. 1:3–8

William Miller and his followers ardently expected the emergence of the heavenly High Priest in 1844. We know they were disappointed, but try to imagine the passion that moved them. Here were people who loved Jesus with all they had. They felt close to Him; they yearned to see Him. He was their friend. And the sentiments expressed years later by Hiram Edson fairly represent how the whole group felt. They had “confidently expected to see Jesus Christ and all the holy angels with Him,” Edson wrote. When that did not happen, “such a spirit of weeping came over us as I never experienced before. . . . We wept, and wept, till the day dawn.”—Hiram Edson, manuscript fragment, Center for Adventist Research (from Heritage Room), James White Library, Andrews University. These believers did not breathe a sigh of relief that Jesus did not come. Instead, they were disappointed, and bitterly so.

Are you excited about the Second Coming? Do you want it soon? Or are you fearful? Do you dread it? What are the reasons for your answers? Write them down and then prayerfully examine what they might be saying about your Christian experience.
The Lesson in Brief

**Key Text:** *Mark 13:26, 27*

**The Student Will:**

- **Know:** Realize that the promise of the second coming of Christ will be fulfilled.
- **Feel:** Sense personally the reality of His return.
- **Do:** Tell others of His soon coming and do all that he or she can to be ready.

**Learning Outline:**

I. The Day of the Lord

A. Many stories (books and movies) have painted a very fearful picture of Christ’s return.


C. Those who are in Christ should not be afraid of the coming of the Lord. Instead, they wait with anticipation and joy.

II. Signs of His Coming

A. Jesus gave the disciples many signs of His second coming.

B. The signs of the Lord’s coming were not designed to bring about fear in the hearts of the disciples but to show them what to expect and how to know when His coming was near.

III. Prophecy Fulfilled

The fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies assures us that the prophecies of Christ’s second coming also will be fulfilled.

**Summary:** The promise of Christ’s return is sure. The Lord has given many signs of His return. As we see—and have already seen—the fulfillment of these things, we know that His coming is near.
Addressing the Fear Factor

There is a dark side to the coming of Jesus. Jesus Himself said it will be a time of distress for the nations: “‘At that time the sign of the Son of Man will appear in the sky, and all the nations of the earth will mourn’” (Matt. 24:30, NIV). He compares the event to the judgments of the Flood and of Sodom (Matt. 24:37–39; compare Luke 17:26–30); He speaks of the phenomenon of final separation, using the illustration of two women grinding at the mill, with one taken, the other left (Matt. 24:40, 41). And when He speaks of remaining watchful, His warning could not be stronger (see vss. 43–51). Peter, one of those present the day Jesus spoke about His coming in Matthew 24, refers to “the day of the Lord” as one of fire and terror (2 Pet. 3:10–12). When John sees the event in vision, he says that “all the peoples of the earth will mourn because of him” (Rev. 1:7, NIV); and Revelation 6:15, 16 portrays people from every walk of life at the Advent appealing to the rocks and mountains to fall on them and “hide [them] from the face of him who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb!” (NIV).

What do the following texts say about the Second Coming?

Matt. 25:31–33, 41

2 Thess. 1:6–9

Heb. 12:25–29

There are those who torture and abuse others, those who murder and exploit, who plunder and pillage, and who rob the coffers of their governments, leaving millions to suffer in degradation and poverty. And then there are the good people who arrogantly turn their backs on God and His gracious offer of mercy and pardon. It would be the height of irresponsibility to give them the impression that the Second Coming holds anything for them but bad news, unless they change. With people’s eternal destiny hanging on these issues, it would be criminal on our part to sugarcoat the reality of the situation.

In what ways might a little fear do us all some good (Phil. 2:12)? Maybe some of us need a little more fear than others . . .
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

George Sweeting once estimated that “more than a fourth of the Bible is predictive prophecy. . . . Both the Old and New Testaments are full of promises about the return of Jesus Christ. Over 1,800 references appear in the Old Testament, and seventeen Old Testament books give prominence to this theme. Of the 260 chapters in the New Testament, there are more than 300 references to the Lord’s return—one out of every 30 verses. Twenty-three of the 27 New Testament books refer to this great event. . . . For every prophecy on the first coming of Christ, there are 8 on Christ’s second coming.”—Today in the Word, Moody Bible Institute, December 1989, p. 40.

Consider This: Why are you looking forward to the Second Coming? Why is that so crucial to our faith?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

(Read John 14:2, 3; 2 Peter 3:11, 12.)

I. State of Anxiousness

Since the ascension of Jesus to heaven, there have been numerous speculations of His second coming. And Seventh-day Adventist Christians have contributed a fair amount of drama to the speculations! However, in spite of the bad publicity and disappointment of 1844, the church has stood firm in upholding its belief that Jesus is coming again. After all, even our name entails the hope and promise of His return.

Consider This: Evaluate your church’s approach to the Second Coming. Is the Second Coming consistently emphasized? Do you regularly hear sermons about Jesus’ return? Are the children in your congregation excited about seeing Jesus soon? Or is the Second Coming shelved for a time in the future as something that we know is coming but are not

CONTINUED
On the Other Hand . . .

As we saw in yesterday’s lesson, there is a dark side to the coming of Jesus. But for the converted Christian, the scene is always bright; for not only is the Coming One their King, He also is their Friend. This joyous sense of anticipation is encouraged by Jesus Himself, whatever the omen over the horizon. “‘When these things begin to take place,’” He said, “‘stand up and lift up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near’” (Luke 21:28, NIV). No heads-down, drop-shoulder posture here. Jesus wants His followers to be hopeful, buoyant, radiant, in anticipation of the climactic day, to set their gaze toward the skies in wistful yearning for that glorious hour of His return.

Read the following passages to see how they strengthen this notion of expectation and joy.

John 14:1–3
Acts 1:11
Phil. 3:20, 21
1 Thess. 4:13–18
Rev. 7:9, 10, 13–17

It is instructive to notice that when Jesus is speaking to the pompous religious leaders (or when He has the rejecters of His grace in mind), He emphasizes the majesty, the kingliness, the judgment aspects of His coming. But when His followers come into focus, the emphasis switches to ideas of comfort, assurance, joy. Thus in Matthew 24:31, immediately after talking about the mourning of the nations at His coming, the tone changes as He comes to focus on His people: The angels gather them, He says, from every nation into His kingdom. And in John 14:1–3, His promise to return is given to calm the “troubled” hearts of His followers, to steady their fraying nerves, to anchor them in hope.

If you believed, with all your heart, that Jesus was coming within the month, what moral changes would you feel inclined to make in your own life? After you think about your answer, then ask yourself, Why wait until then to make those changes? After all, might it be a little harder to make those changes than you think?
II. State of Preparedness

Being prepared for the Second Coming is nourished by our relationship with Jesus. “We should make Jesus the object of our thought, our meditation, and communicate with Him moment after moment. Those who have experienced that fellowship can bear witness to the fact that in times of trouble the greatest and sweetest consolation is found in keeping in touch with our Lord. We should always keep our eyes on Him and entertain the vision of walking side by side with Jesus on the golden streets of the New Jerusalem. Any Christian who constantly dwells on such thoughts will surely experience genuine Christian joy (1 Thess. 5:16). We ought to cherish that wonderful hope. It gives sense to our existence. Someone has said that without this hope we shall be like a ship without a sail on the high sea.”—Lucile Sabas, “United in Witnessing to the Second Coming,” *Adventist Review*, Sept. 15, 2005.

**Consider This:** Why is it so easy to get hardened and apathetic even about the Second Coming? Did Jesus ever warn us about this danger?

---

III. Immigration Papers

Every year thousands of people wait for their number to be called by the U.S. Immigration Office—so that they may legally enter into and live in the United States. Oftentimes they wait 15 years or more before the paperwork is processed. Yet, for many people the idea of living in the country is worth the wait.

In a sense our paperwork for entry into heaven has already been processed. We have more than a green card; we have citizenship (*Phil. 3:20*). We just have to claim it for ourselves.
When Will We See Jesus? Part 1

Matthew 24 is a pivotal chapter on the second coming of Jesus, recording Jesus’ own response to questions raised by His disciples, questions we still have today about when the Advent will occur. Jesus emphasized several points, among them the following:

1. We should not be alarmed. (In the Greek, the statement is terse; we might even say, emphatic: “‘see to it that you are not alarmed’” (vs. 6, NIV)—whether by famine, by earthquake, or by conflict between nations (vss. 6–8).
2. We will face conflict and hatred, even within the church (vss. 9–13).
3. We should not be naive and gullible as we wait for the Second Coming (vss. 4, 5, 23–26). (Jesus lingered on this point!)
4. The gospel will be preached in the whole world before the end (vs. 14).
5. The event will be a spectacular, visible, worldwide phenomenon (vs. 27).
6. Certain cosmic signs will signal the Advent’s approach (vs. 29).
7. As the end arrives, angels will gather together the faithful from all over the globe (vs. 31).
8. The day and hour of the Advent is known only to God (vs. 36).
9. Notwithstanding all warnings or predictions, the Second Coming will be sudden and unexpected (vss. 42–44).

One important point worth emphasizing from the above list has to do with the gospel. It says that the gospel will be preached everywhere “‘as a testimony’” to all, “‘and then the end will come’” (vs. 14, NIV). This suggests that Christ’s followers play a role, however indirectly, in creating a condition vital for the termination of human history. It thus calls for increased fervor on the part of each of us to advance God’s kingdom where we are.


If the gospel must go everywhere before Christ returns, and if we are called to preach that gospel, then we ourselves have a role in working with Him to hasten the Second Advent, do we not? Yes or no? What are the challenges, opportunities, or problems this idea presents to us?
Consider This: The Cross removes all questions about our eligibility to enter into heaven if we claim Jesus for ourselves. Why then do we often succumb to the negative perspective of not being good enough? What practical, specific things can we do individually and corporately as a church to focus on what Christ has done for us and His promises to us, instead of on our own unworthiness?

STEP 3—Practice

Thought Questions:


2. You are saved by the Cross—by the death of your Savior for your sins. In other words, salvation can be yours today. With that in mind, would you still be a Christian if there were no Second Coming? What is the importance of the Second Coming in relation to the story of salvation? Does not the story of salvation end at the Cross? Explain.

Application Questions:

1. The Seventh-day Adventist Church calls the Second Coming the “grand climax” of the gospel. Why is that so?

2. Identify political, environmental, and cultural elements in today’s world that make the average logical person skeptical of the Second Coming. What can you as a Seventh-day Adventist Christian do to address this skepticism?

Witnessing

“During his 1960 presidential campaign, John F. Kennedy often closed his speeches with the story of Colonel Davenport, the speaker of the Connecticut House of Representatives: On May 19, 1780, the sky of Hartford darkened ominously, and some of the representatives, glancing out the windows, feared the end was at hand. Quelling a clamor for immediate adjournment, Davenport rose and said, ‘The day of judgment is either approaching or it
When Will We See Jesus? Part 2

Sunday’s lesson referred to the Millerites and how they eagerly waited (albeit in vain) for the Advent on October 22, 1844. What they, and we since, have discovered is that Jesus was not coming back the next day, either, nor the next week, the next month, the next year, the next decade, or the next century! And here we are today, some 164 years later, still in this world. How do we grapple with this problem in our own minds?

One way is to focus on the veracity and certainty of the event. In other words, regardless of the when of the event, we can come to grips with the fact of it, not by logic but by considering who made the promise in the first place. It came from Jesus Himself, an authentic, historical figure, whose probity and credibility have stood the test of the centuries. We see this very Person addressing a group of followers, worried and apprehensive about His impending departure. Do not be troubled, He says to them. Trust Me (John 14:1). “‘If I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me’” (vs. 3, NIV).

Review the following passages. How do they help put the issue before us in perspective? Gen. 3:15, Isa. 40:8, Gal. 4:4; see also Dan. 9:24–27.

The promise of the First Advent was given way back in the Garden of Eden (Gen. 3:15); and the world was to wait thousands of years for its fulfillment. But as God’s great cosmic clock struck the divinely prescribed hour, mystic beings announced to startled shepherds on a hillside in Bethlehem: “‘Today in the town of David a Savior has been born to you’” (Luke 2:11, NIV). The promise did not fail; for it was anchored on the unshakable Word of the living God. And so it will be with the second coming of Jesus.

What good was Christ’s first coming if we do not have the assurance of the Second Coming? How should the certainty of the First Coming, and what Christ did for us at it, make us absolutely certain about the reality of the Second Coming, regardless of whenever it happens?
is not. If it is not, there is no cause for adjournment. If it is, I choose to be found doing my duty. Therefore, I wish that candles be brought.’ Rather than fearing what is to come, we are to be faithful till Christ returns. Instead of fearing the dark, we’re to be lights as we watch and wait.” —Harry Heintz (http://www.sermonillustrations.com/a-z/s/second_coming.htm). How can you make the Second Coming truly real in your church community?

**STEP 4—Apply**

Is your church excited enough about the Second Coming to make it in the local news? The Elgin, Illinois, Seventh-day Adventist Church was! In an interview with the *Courier News*, Pastor Gabriel Bardan said: “We are not as much a church as we are a movement. . . . We base our message in Revelation 14:6–12. . . . The hour of His judgment has come, and the second coming is imminent. We need to fear God. This fear is not a trembling fear, but one of fearing sin and giving respect to God in His presence. . . . We have a message, that people have to follow the Lord and know Him, trust Him, and obey Him. . . . The whole church is a family. . . . a place to grow, to heal the wounds, to know the Lord, and to understand the times we live in.”—Mike Murschel, “Elgin Seventh-day Adventist Church,” *Elgin Courier News*, Nov. 2, 2006.

**Consider This:** When was the last time you talked about the Second Coming? What are ways that you can make the hope of the Second Advent more a part of your life?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

■ How do you answer the common retort of “You Christians have been talking about the Second Coming for centuries. Yet, where is He? Why is it taking so long?”

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
Further Study: “Christ had ascended to heaven in the form of humanity. The disciples had beheld the cloud receive Him. The same Jesus who had walked and talked and prayed with them; who had broken bread with them; who had been with them in their boats on the lake; and who had that very day toiled with them up the ascent of Olivet,—the same Jesus had now gone to share His Father’s throne. And the angels had assured them that the very One whom they had seen go up into heaven, would come again even as He had ascended. . . Well might the disciples rejoice in the hope of their Lord’s return.”—Ellen G. White, *The Desire of Ages*, p. 832.

Our concept of time has a lot to do with the level of anxiety we experience in respect to the so-called delay of the Advent. In Western society in particular, our expectation of temporal precision affects our thinking about the event. To be told that an event will happen soon has a certain currency with us, and we expect it to take place shortly, in the Western sense. For the Eastern mind, on the other hand—the context in which the biblical writers operated—the more important aspect of an event was its certainty; time was secondary.

Discussion Questions:

1. From about the mid-eighteenth century up through World War I, many people in the West thought that through science, reason, and technology, humanity could greatly improve itself and that evils such as war, disease, and other calamities could be eradicated or at least greatly limited. Contrast that view with the view of the world presented by Jesus more than nineteen hundred years ago, in Matthew 24. Who was right? How should Matthew 24 be a factor in helping us have faith in the promises of Christ’s second coming, especially when contrasted with these other views of what the future would be like?

2. There is a subtle danger in the fact that the idea of the Second Coming has become part of our regular Adventist vocabulary. This can prevent us from fully appreciating (and thus adequately conveying to others) the extraordinary, mind-boggling nature of this event. How can we protect ourselves from becoming hardened to this extraordinary event, upon which all our hopes rest?

3. Look at your local church and then ask this question: Are we helping hasten the Second Coming of Jesus, or are we part of the reason for the delay? Discuss the implications of this question and your answers to it in class.